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Strategy
The brief called for a single family house located at the top of a residential area overlooking the Pacifi c Ocean.  A contained synthetic 
new topography is imposed over the existing site in order to shelter the structure from the adjacent houses.  A perimeter fence con-
tains the dynamic roof span where private and family spaces are clustered emphasizing the ocean view.  The structural geometry 
responds to this internal dynamic by a polar distortion in plan and section.  This enables the incorporation of all structural elements 
into one seamless skin with unimpeded ocean views and clear access to the forecourt and the interior landscape.

Mainly following a parallel axis from the distant shoreline, the main areas of the house are distributed linearly along a porous gallery.  
Vertical ramps and connections spill into this linear space opening multiple interior readings and most importantly, they allow for a 
relative fl exibility in regards to programmed activities.  The domestic in this case, is married to an open loft interior where traditional 
notions of family life are injected with a new dynamism that responds to the particularity of the site and emphasizes a light materiality 
in regards to the structure.  

This same dynamic character is applied to the main facades where structure is treated as tissue, expanding and contracting depend-
ing on use and environmental criteria.  The materials are wrapped unto the roof, opening a habitable depression that serves as a 
second elevated terrace.   A double landscape datum sandwiches the architectural object that restricts the overall geometry to limited 
variation in height.  This single volume contracts with the neighbouring structures, critical of typological notions common in most 
American suburbs.


